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Abstract 

The formation of a two-dimensional boundary layer, called the induction layer, due to a 
rectilinear potential vortex and its image scouring over a :flat wall while the no-slip condition 
is va.lid, has been studied. The Reynolds number, based on circulation and kinematic viscosity, 
in this experiment was much larger than one. 

It was found, in a system moving along with the rectilinear vortex, that for the far field 
a similarity salution could he derived. For the near field the velocity profiles needed to he 
determined numerically. This numerical determination of upstream profiles has been achieved 
by means of the Davis-Coupled-Scheme (DCS). 

Analytica! as well as numerical results backed up the hypothesis that the reciprocal vortex 
velocity acts as a diffusive factor. For low velocities numerical singularities occurred while 
for higher velocities, typically higher than 1, these singularities disappeared. For velocities 
much larger than 1 analytica! profiles can he calculated once more. These profiles are va.lid 
throughout space while the similarity salution is only valid for the far field. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

In the last fifty years a great deal of time and e:ffort has been invested in the 'quest' to 
understand turbulent :O.ows. The turbulent boundary :O.ow over a fiat plate is a favoured :O.ow 
to study since its applicability to 'reallife phenomena' is extensive and it has a relatively 
simple :O.ow geometry. 

Due to the fact that a turbulent :O.ow, or at least a region of it, is far from homogeneaus 
and/ or isotropical a mathematica!, i.e. statistica!, description can not be easily constructed. 
This theoretica! problem was recognized in the early stages of the development of turbulence 
theory. Klebanoff [10] writes in his paper: "lt is now generally believed that experiment 
should be called upon whenever possible to furnish information on the actual behavior on the 
grounds that such information is needed to acquire an insight into turbulence processes and to 
form the basis for a sound theoretica! approach." This was in 1954. Since then experiment al 
techniques such as pitot tubes, hot-films, hot-wires, pulsed-wires, pressure transducers, dye
injection visualisation, bubble visualisation, and laser-doppier anemometry have been used 
to collect an almost astronomical amount of data. 

With the introduetion of the digital computer experimental data could he analyzed in 
more detail and numerical studies of turbulent :O.ows could he made. Due to the complexity 
of turbulent :O.ow, early stages of this research concentrated on a specific feature, e.g. upward 
momenturn :O.ux in a turbulent boundary layer. The recent research is conducted in the 
area of :O.ow module interaction and complete numerically descriptions of turbulent :O.ows 
are also attempted. Although major advancements have been achieved in the last decade 
in the field of numerical simulation of turbulent structures none of these studies grasp the 
complete spectrum ofphysical ocurrences in the turbulent layer. One ofthe main questions in 
turbulence remains: In what way is vorticity generated at a wall such that it keeps turbulence 
going? 

In this present study we will take a closer look at this problem. However, to do so the 
author thought it necessary to give a brief review of experimental investigations1 such that 
the reader can develop a 'feeling' for the problem that goes beyond a purely mathematica! 
description. 

1 A lot of research has been conducted on the basis of affirmation of previous investigations. Only those 
papers which have given new insight(s) in the understanding ofturbulence, in partienlar the turbulent boundary 
layer, will be quoted here. Those whowant tolook at the problem in greater detail are advised tostart their 
literature study with the review papers by Willmarth [19], Cantweil [4], and Walker [17]. 
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1.1 A Brief Review 

In a visual investigation of a turbulent boundary layer Kline et al. [11] found that the laminar 
sublayer (0 :5 y+ :5 5) was not laminar at all2 • They found that the viscous sublayer is three
dimensional, unsteady and consists of a collection of long streaks. These streaks formed by 
a streamwise vorticity, seem to play a dominant role in the turbulence production near the 
wall. Most of the time streaks seem to travel wallwards. However, streaks intermittently 
seem to leap outwards through a processof gradual 'lift-up' in the region 0 :5 y+ :5 5, sudden 
oscillation in the region 8 :5 y+ :5 12, and break-up when 10 :5 y+ :5 30 is reached. This 
intermittent process was called 'bursting'. Kline et al. explained this transfer of momemtum 
between the inner regions and the outer regions conceptually by a hair-pin vortex lifting up 
and getting sheared by the mean flow. 

Kim et al. [9] detected beside from an oscillatory motion (common mode) in the region, 
8 :5 y+ :5 12, also a streamwise vortex (dominant mode), and a transverse vortex (less 
common mode). O:ffen et al. [14] noted that these three modes discovered by Kim et al. 
[9] could he explained by cuts, at different spanwise positions, through a lifted and stretched 
hair-pin vortex as was introduced by Kline et al. [11]. This established the idea that a hair-pin 
vortex was an elementary flow module of the viscous sublayer. 

Kim et al. [9] also found that when the dominant streamwise vortex got convected down-
~ stream it grew in size and became stronger, meaning that vort~tretching was not a plausible 

explanation; there had he some transfer of energy into the vortex. This transfer of energy 
occurred during the intermittent bursting processes according to Kim et al. [9] and Kovasznay 
et al. [12]. The latter group furthermore measured that the streamwise velocity inside the 
turbulent zone decreased linearly with the distance from the interface, resulting in a nearly 
constant rate of strain within the turbulent flow. They reasoned that since the outside poten
tial flow cannot transmit shear, the shear in the layer is maintained by continuons ejection of 
new bursts, resulting in the continuons growth of the turbulent region and also of the total 
boundary layer. According to the findings of Wallace [18] the two classes producing more 
than 100% of Reynold stress are sweeps (u' > 0, v' < 0) and ejections3 (u' < 0, v' > 0) ob
served by Corino et al. [5) in their visual investigation of a turbulent bounday layer in a pipe. 
The largest contributions to the Reynolds stress occurred during bursts and the remainder 
occurred during the recovery process. 

The burst convection speed measured by Lu et al. [13] was found to increase with distance 
from the wall. The lower convection speeds near the wall were correlated with smali-scale 
eddies which emanated from the wall region. When this smali-scale eddy travelled outwards 
it became larger and got sheared and distorted by the convection velocity and hence became 
unstable. The proposed model of a hairpin vortex with legs upstream by Kline et al. [11] 
that produces the pressure disturbances so that lift-up can occur is also responsible for the 
bursting process according to Willmarth et al [19]. 

While the findings by Lu et al. [13] and Willmarth et al. [19] confirmed the idea of 
the hair-pin vortex being an elementary flow module of the viscous sublayer a correlation 

2 Although the term laminar sublayer to denote the region dosest to the wall is used frequently in literature, 
the author wiJl use the term viscous sublayer instead since the latter term is not as misleading as the previous 
term. 

3synonymous to the term burst introduced by Kline et al. (11]. 
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'+- primary hairpin 

Figure 1.1: The outer region subset of the Overall Production Module (OPM) as seen by 
an observer moving with the upstream boundary of the Large Scale Motions (LSMS). An 
indication of a typical eddie interacting the wall region is also given. Such interaction results 
in primary hairpin vortices. source: Falco et al. [7]. 

between the outer region (large scale eddies) and the inner region (hair-pin vortex) of the 
turbulent boundary layer could not he established. Probieros that Falco [6] encountered with 
large-scale eddies in the outer region were: ( •) the difference in size between· the sublayer 
bursts and the bulges of the layer, a difference that increased with Reynolds number, ( ii) 
the higher frequency of occurrence of the bulges in the turbulent/nonturbulent interface than 
the frequency of bursts (ratio is approximately 2:1), and (i ia) the Reynolds stress prod ucing 
modules do not scale on the large motions ( eddies ). Falco introduced typical eddies ( detailed 
visual studies reveal the presence of these eddies) to expla.in the phenomena that can not he 
explained with the large eddies alone. Figure 1.1 depiets and clarifies the function of the typi
cal eddies. The coupling between the two regions is responsible for the turbulence production, 
i.e. energy transfer from outer to inner regions and continuons growth of the boundary layer. 

As stated previously, in this study the attention is focused on the generation of a vorticity 
patch, and its behaviour afterwards, above the wall due a vortical structure scouring over a 
fiat wall. A typical eddie, which has vortex ring shape, has been seen (numerically) to create a 

a) b) 

Figure 1.2: Vorticity generation (bubble) due a vorticity patch (ma.in vortex) scouring over 
a wall: a) a section downstream of the initia! separation, b) the subsequent development of 
the secondary vortex. source: Harvey et al. [8]. 

hair-pin-vortex structure. However, since a typical eddie is a three dimensional structure and 
viscosity plays a dominant role in the generation of wall vorticity the numerical description of 
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this problem becomes very untractable. Therefore the problem description has been reduced 
from three to a two dimensions. The two-dimensional vortex patch can be seen as the bottorn 
one of the two cut-throughs (see figure 1.1) of the donut-shaped typical eddie. Figure 1.2 
depiets the wall-bounded-vorticity generation due to such a vorticity patch scouring over a 
wall. 

The next chapter, Theory, will deal with the mathematica!, c.q. numerical, setup of this 
problem while in chapter 3 the results will be discussed. The final chapter will discuss the 
findings of this study and will end with conclusions and some points for further investigation. 
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Chapter 2 

Theory 

2.1 The Model 

As mentioned in the Introduetion chapter this study focuses on vorticity generation due to a 
vortical structure interacting with a wall. The vorticity generation will mainly take place in 
a layer of small height above the waJl. Such a layer would therefore typically be a part of the 
viscous sublayer of the turbulent boundary layer. The linear velocity profile of the sublayer 
will however have no effect on the formation of the induction layer, as will be proven. The 

point vortex, + r 

H 

H 

0 image vortex, -r 

Figure 2.1: The basic model of this study: A point vortex scouring over a flat plat inducing 
a boundary layer in which vorticity generation will take place. Note that the picture is not 
to scale. 

vortical structure will be modeled by a rectilinear potential vortex. The impermeability 
condition at the wall imposes the creation of a mirror vortex of opposite circulation as is 
indicated in figure 2.1. Due to this image vortex the set of vortices will travel downstream. 
The rectilinear vortices will show no sign of viscous decay but their interaction with the wall 
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will. This kind. of interaction, expressedas the no-slip condition at the waJI, enables vorticity 
generation. 

Ordinary velocity formulation, (u, v), instead of vorticity or streamfunction formulation, 
will he used since the latter two methods cause major problems implementing the no-slip 
condition. The (inviscid) external velocity field, (U,V), caused by the rectilinear vortex and 
its image equals 

U=.!_[ y+H - y-H l (21) 
21r (x- (st+ zo))2 + (y + H)2 (x- (st+ x0))2 + (y- H)2 

' • 

V_ .!_ [ x- (st+ x0 ) _ x- (st+ zo) l ( ) 
- 211" (x- (st+ zo))2 + (y + H)2 (x- (st+ x0 ))2 + (y- H)2 

' 
2

•
2 

in which x, y stand for the coordinates of a fixed coordinate system, t for time, s for the 
translational velocity of the point vortex, s = r / 41r H , H for the height of the point vortex 
above the waJI, and r for the circulation of the vortex. The initia! position of the point vort ex, 
x0 may he set to zero without loss of generality for the theoretica! derivations to come. 

The total velocity field in the in duetion layer, however, consists of a combination of the 
induction velocity, ( u,v ), and the external field, (U ,V). The bounda.ry conditions can he 
imposed in a straightforward way on the superposition of these velocity fields and yield the 
following set 

(u+ U)l:~:,y=O = 0, 

(V+ V)l:~:,y=O = 0, 

(u+ U)l:~:,y-+oo = U, 

(v + V)l:~:,y-+oo =V. 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

So far the layout of this two-dimensional model. The next section will deal with the 
creation of the induction layer in more detail. 

2.2 The Induction Layer 

In the previous section it was stated that the shear flow of the viscous sublayer would not 
play a dominant role in the formation of the induction layer. In order to clarify this remark 
we will include the linearized velocity profile of the sublayer in the current analysis and set: 

k = u + U + a.y = kNs + a.y, 

l=v+V. 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

The subscript N S indicates the part of the composition velocity, k, from which the shear-layer 
profile is excluded. 

The continuity equation is independent of the shear velocity and will look like 

(2.9) 
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while the momenturn equation in the x-direction yields 

{)kNs k {)kNs l{)kNs ( {)kNs z) 
{ft+ NSffZ + 7fi} +a YffZ + 

and in the y-direction 

{)I {)I {)I {)I 
- + kNs- + l- + ay
{Jt {)x {)y {)x 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

~ 
The induction layer1 will form a layer of small height (y-direction) while extending far 

downstream (x-direction). Therefore it is allowed to aasurne for points within the boundary 
layer that, . 

I {)kNs I <:: I {)kNs I, {)2kNs {)
2
kNs 

{)x {)y {)x2 < {)y2 

reducing the x-momenturn equation (2.10) to 

{)kNS + kNs {)kNs + l{)kNs +a (y{)kNs + z) 1 {)p ,r::8'J2kNs 
{)t {)x {)y {)x = -p{)x ~· 

The boundary layer is, by defi.nition, the region in which viscous diffusion of vorticity is 
significant, so that we expect the term v{)2kNs/{)y2 to he camparabie in magnitude with 
the inertia terms. Provided the magnitude of kNs{)kNsf{)x is representative of the group of 
inertia terms on the left hand side of the previous equation. We can therefore regard the 
induction layer region as being characterized by the order of magnitude relation 

0 (k 
{)kNs/ {)

2
kNs) = 1 NS {)x V {)y2 · (2.12) 

This relationship, and hitherto the above argumentation, is valid if and only if the con tribution 
of the term a (y{)kNsf{)x + l) is negligible compared to the inertia term. For the moment 
this will he assumed to he true. 

An order of magnitude estimation for the complete momenturn and continuity equation 
can he accomplished by introducing the following non-dimensional parameters, indicated by 
a prime, 

H, 
t = -t' 

8 

x = H x', y = 6y', 
I b I 

kNs = Uok , l = -Uol 
H 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

Notice that the translational velocity of the rectilinear vortex, s, has been used to scale time, 
t, instead of the wall velocity, U0 • The vortex velocity is the appropriate sealing parameter 
to use since it emphasizes that 8 determines the amount of time ava.ilable for the induction 
layer to form. The wall velocity Uo = r I 7r H is determined solely by the circulation, r' and 
the height2 , H. 

1 From now on we focus the attention of the analysis on the momenturn equation in the z-direction. 
2Inviscid theory dictates that this is also true for the translational velocity, 3, of the vortex. 
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Applying the ahove sealing laws to the order of magnitude relation (2.12) results in 

o (!22R) = 1, R= u:n, 

which states that 
6 1 
- "' R-2 as R - oo. (2.16) 
H 

Note that the Reynolds numher, R, is independent of the vortex velocity, s. Suhstituting the 
relationship for Uo in the Reynolds numher one finds 

R = UoH = ..!:.._ > 1, 
V 7rV 

and this inequality can he easily met when 

O(r) = 1 (2.17) 

is chosen. 
The remaining term that needs to he scaled is the pressure term. Just outside the induction 

layer the fluid flow is determined hy the externalfluid flow. Applying the sealing laws (2.13), 
(2.14), and (2.15) to the external velocity components, equations (2.1) and (2.2), leads to 

U' _ ~ [ kv' + 1 _ kv' - 1 ] 

- 2 (x'- t')2 +(kv'+ 1) 2 
(x'- t')2 +(:kv -1r ' 

V'=~ [ (z'- t')2z: (~v +1) 2
- (z'- t')'z: (~v -1)' ]· 

According to equation (2.16) the term 6y' I H will he much less than one for R - oo throughout 
the induction layer. Therefore, it is allowed to expand the external velocity components with 
respect to 6v' I H, 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

The external field is inviscid so that at the edge of the in duetion layer where k - U + av and 
I - V x-momentum dictates, 

1 ap au au (au ) --- = -+(U+av)-+V -+a . pax at ax av 
Sealing leads to an expression for the pressure gradient like 

fl2 au' (fl2 
6 ) au' (fl2 au' 6 ) 

= ; s' at' + ; U' + a.Uo H ax' + V' ; ay' + a.Uo H , 
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in which s' stands for s/Uo and this ratio is of the order 1 (inviscid theory leadstoa value of 
s1=0.25). The application of equation (2.16) once morereduces the ahove equation to 

indicating that the pressure can he non-dimensionalized as 

_ + U,2 I P - Po P oP· 

The explicit use of equations (2.18) and (2.19) furthermore gives away that 

öp' öU' öU' 
- Öx' ~ 81 

öt' + U' öx' · 

(2.20) 

Equations (2.13), (2.14), (2.15), and (2.20) forma complete set ofnon-dimensional parameters 
with which the continuity and the momenturn equations can he scaled. Continuity yields 

(2.21) 

while the momenturn equations are of the form 

x: 

and y: (2.22) 

We already chose r such that R ::> 1. The order of magnitude choice for H follows now 
straightforwardly from the fact that we want 

a6 _ 1ra6H _ 0 ( R_1 92) 1 Uo - -r- - a ~ <:: ' 

stating that any shearing :O.ow will have no effect on the formation of the in duetion layer. 
Choosing 

O(H) = 1 (2.23) 

is a suflicient condition, reeall that R = 62/ H 2 ::> 1, to achleve this result. With this 
approximation the induction layer equations reduce to their :fi.nal time-dependent state 

continuity : 
ök' öl' 
Öx' + Öy' = O, (2.24) 

momenturn x: ,ak' + k,ök' + 1,ak' = 
8 

öt' Öx' öy' 
(2.25) 

momenturn y: öp' - 0 
Öy' - (2.26) 

Since the ( scaled) pressure gradient with respect to y is zero, the pressure inside the layer 
must he equal to the pressure just outside the layer at the same downstream position. Outside 
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the layer the :flow is dominantly3 a potential :flow so that in this regime, k -+ U and l -+ V, 
the time-dependent Bernoulli equation can he used 

in which G(t) is time-dependent constant. Taking the deriva.tive with respect to x results in: 

_! ap = au+ U au+ Vav ~ au+ Uau. 
pax öt ax ax öt ax 

A result which was previously found and used to scale the pressure appropriately ( see equation 
(2.20)). Expressed in the non-dimensional variables the above expression will he transformed 
in 

ap' ,aU' U'aU' 
- ax' = 8 

öt' + ax' · 
Continuity and x-momenturn will hence he of the form 

continuity : 
ak' öl' 
ax' + ay' = O, 

momenturn: s' !.._ (k' - U') + ! _!_ (k12 - U12 ) + l' ak' = 
at' 2 ax' ay' 

a2k' 
ayf2' 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

When looking for stationary solutions it is handy to transfarm the above equations into 
a laboratory frame which moves along with the point vortex. The spatially transformations 

l = t, 
fi =x- (xo +st), (2.30) 

y= y, 

in which xo is an arbitrary offset value which was set to zero. The tilde indicates that one 
is working in the laboratory frame. These spatially transformations will modify the external 
velocity field from a time dependent vector field into a stationary field 

U' 1 2 D I 1 
fi 12 + 1 - ( fi12 + 1 )2 H y ~ fi12 + 1 ' 

V' 2x' , 2 6 12 2x' , 
= (fi12 + 1)2 y - (fi12 + 1)3 Hy ~ (fi12 + 1)2 y' 

in which the appropriate sealing properties are used. The partial deriva.tives relate to the new 
( moving) coordinate system as 

a a al a ax a a 
öt = at öt + arx öt = öl - 8 ax ' 
a a 
ax- arx' 
a a 
ay = ay' 

3 The term dominantly is used since at the position of the pointvortex the :flow field is not irrotational and 
hence not potential 
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which rewritten in non-dimensional variables boils down to 

a a a 
öt' =ai'- ax'' 
a a 

az' = ax'' 
a a 

ay' - av· 

(2.31) 

Substituting these relations in equations (2.24) and (2.25), while omitting the tilde for reasons 
of convenience, one finds 

U' = 
z12 + 1' 

1 

V' 2z' ' 
= ( z12 + 1 )2 y ' 

continuity : 
ak' öl' 
az' + ay' = 0

' 

momenturn: s' !._ (k'- U~- s' _!_ (k'- U')+!_!_ (k12 - U12) + l'ak' = 
at' az' 2 az' ay' 

Only steady solutions will he under investigation from now on. This means that the partial 
derivative with respect to t' on the left hand side of the above equation is equal to zero. So 
the steady formation of the induction layer is described by the equations 

ak' öl' 
• az' + ay' = 0, (2.33) 

ak' ak' dU' a2k' (ak' dU') 
• k' az' +I' ay' = U' dz' + ay12 + 81 az' - dz' ' (2·34) 

with the accompanying boundary conditions 

k'(z', y' = 0) = 0, I'( x', y' = 0) = 0, 

k' ( z', y' -+ oo) = U', I' ( z', y' -+ oo) = V'. 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 

Equation (2.34) is similar to the z-momentum equation found for the Falkner & Skan 
profiles with the addition of the third term on the right-hand side which is due to the trans
lationally velocity of the point vortex. It is known that the Falkner & Skan equation can he 
rewritten in a similarity form. Therefore one may expect that equation (2.34) can also, under 
certain ( unknown yet) conditions, he rewrittten in a similarity form. In the next section an 
in depth analysis of this 'quest' will he presented. 

2.3 The Far Field Approximation 

Equation (2.34) is valid whenever k' =U' and I'= V', in other words whenever the far field, 
in the normal direction, i.e. y'-+ oo, is being encountered equation (2.34) will he true, since 
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then viscosity wi.ll play no role. This leads to the believe that maybe the same holds true for 
the marching direction , x. The scaled external velocity field will become equal to 

I 1 1 
u = 12 1 ~ 12' x + x 

V'= 2x'y' ~ 2.JL, 
( x12 + 1)2 

xrJ 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

for x' > 1. Far away from the wall in the normal direction it is known that k' - U' and 
I' - V' but this will certainly not be the case for regions close to the wall. However, we will 
forget, for the moment, about this restrietion and scale all the terms in equaton (2.33) as 
functions of x', resulting in 

l
,{)k' 1-7 
{)y' ex x , U,8U' 1-s 

8x' ex x ' 

{)k' s'- ex x'-3 

8x' ' 
{)U' 

s' 8x' ex x'-3. 

We have no way determining how 8 2 k' I {)y'2 scales as a function of x'. It is however reason
able to assume that within the induction layer this dissipative term is as important as the 
convective term caused by the translational velocity of the point vortex and therefore scale 
{)2 k' I {)2y' ex x'-3 • This makes, for x' > 1, equation (2.34) of the form 

1 82 k' 8k' dU' 2 
s' 8y12 + 8x' = dx' = - xfJ ' (2.39) 

in which 1ls', the scaled translational velocity of the point vortex, behaves like a diffusive 
factor. This makes sense since one can imagine that when a point vortex moves over a 
flat plate with high velocity there is little time for an induction layer to form while for low 
translational velocities there will be plenty of time. Reeall that the above reasoning follows 
from, until so far, an educated 'guess', which will workout just fine as will beseen later on. 

The boundary conditions (2.35) and (2.36) imply a transformation of the kind 

k' =U' (1- F(17)), 17 = y'{f;, (2.40) 

in which 17 is the similarity variable. This makes equation (2.39) to be of the form 

d2 F( 17) _ dF(17) 2x' dU' F( ) = O 
d772 17 d17 + U' dx' 17 ' 

which reduces to a similarity differential equation if and only if when U' = x'-2 which is only 
valid for x'> 1, the approximation with which we started out. The equation to solve, hence, 
becomes 

d
2
F(17) _ dF(17) _ 4F( ) = O 
d7]2 1] d1] 1] ' 

F(17 = 0) = 1, 

F(17-+ oo) = 0. 
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(2.41) 

(2.42) 

(2.43) 



By putting 
(2.44) 

equation (2.41) reduces to a Hermite-like-polynomial-generating- differential equation with 
non-homogeneaus houndary conditions 

(2.45) 

Applying the extended power series to this equation results in the characteristic equation 
r(r- 1) = 0. For r = 1 the salution is 

ft = 

(2.46) 

in which A is a constant. Instead of applying the extended power series for a consecutive time 
for r = 0, the second salution will he determined with the method of variation of parameters. 
This leads to an equation for A which looks like 

and yields the result for A 

(2.47) 

in which B and C are constants. Integration takes place from 17 to oo since the integral at 
'7 = 0 is singular. The second salution will he 

Comhining this latest result with equation (2.46) gives the complete salution for f which is 

f = ft+ h, 
= ('7+~'73) [A+C-B ioo (3'7+'73

)-
2
e-'N2df7]. (2.48) 

The similarity salution for x'> 1, see equation (2.44), will thus look like 

F(17) = ( 17 + ~173) e"N2 [A+ C- B 1oo (3'7 + 173
) -

2 
e-"N2d17] (2.49) 

When one applies the houndary conditions (2.42) and (2.43) one can readily see that for 
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the constant A + C must equal zero. The integral term will behave like 

While for the limiting case 1J ! 0 one finds 

{::} B = -9 

This means that the similarity solution, F( 1J ), is completely defined and of the form 

(2.50) 

Evaluating the function F(1J) in the form of equation (2.50) can not be done in a straightfor
ward way since the kernel of the integral is singular for 1J = 0. An easier way to determine 
F( 1J) quantitatively is to solve the second order differential equation ( 2.41) numerically. A 
central differencing scheme leads to 

Reeall that the boundary condition for 1J -+ oo determined the values for the constant A + C. 
This indicates that, in order to solve the numerical equation in such a way that one obtains 
the correct result, integrating backwards, i.e. 1J : oo -+ 0, is necessary. Furthermore it is 
known that for 1J ::> 1 the asymptotic salution for F(1J), i.e. F(1J) = 37]-4, is valid. Hence, 

[ 
2F;- F;+I .F;+I] ( 1 1 ·)-

1 

F;-1 = 4F; + fl.7J2 + J-2- fl.7J2 + 2J ' 

F(N + 11 (N + 1)!l.7J ::> 1) = 3 ((N + 1)/l.fJ)-4
, 

F(N IN d1J ::> 1) = 3 (N d7Jf4
' 

(2.51) 

(2.52) 

(2.53) 

in which N is an integer and d7J the step size in 7J· Function F( 1J) is plotted in figure 2.2. 
The central differencing scheme is second order accurate, stating that that the absolute error 
in F(7J) is of the order !l.7]2. It was found that for 7]=5 the relative error in z12k' = 1- F(1J) 
profile is approximately equal to 0.1%. Therefore the boundary layer height was set to 7]=5. 
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To see whether our initia! guess to scale k' to U' = x'-2 is correct an expansion of F( fJ) 
for fJ < 1 (near wall region) can be made. Rewrite equation (2.50) 

F( fJ) = 3fJ(3 + fJ2)e'N2 ioo 9~2 dfJ + 3fJ(3 + fJ2)e"2 /2 { ioo f/2~3-: ;2)2 dfJ- ioo 9~2 dfJ} 

(3 + fJ2)e"2/2 2 2/2 { /oo 9e_'l2/2- (3 + fJ2)2 /" 9e_'l2/2- (3 + fJ2)2 } 
3 + 3fJ(3 + fJ )e" Jo 9~(3 + fJ2)2 dfJ- Jo 9fJ2(3 + ~)2 dfJ 

This expression will for fJ ! 0 become 

(2.54) 

since the second integral will equal zero for this limit and the first integral will become a 
constant. 

F(rJ) 
0.9 

0.8 

0.7 

0.6 

0.5 

0.4 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

0 

0 0.5 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 fJ 

Figure 2.2: The induced boundary layer similarity velocity profile, F(rJ), which is valid for 
the far field, x' :> 1. The starting value for fJoo in the numerical calculation was set to 
fJoo = 2.5 · 103 while the step size dfJ = 1 · 10-3• 

Equation (2.54) ciarifles that the initia! guess, k' "' x'-2, was incorrect although the 
above outlined procedure, even in the near wall region, is correct, since k' actually scales as 
k' "' x'-2•5• For the region far away from the wall, x' :> 1 and y' :> v'zi so that fJ :> 1, one 
finds that 

. 3 21 189 -10 
lim F(fJ) ~ - 4 + - 6 + -:s + O(fJ ). 

71.-oo fJ fJ , r 
(2.55) 

So in the outer region k' scales as k' "' x'-2 - y'-4 , which neither negates the initia! guess. 
Note that for the wall friction in the far field regionone :finds 

ök'l 1 dF OfJ I c Is' 
Öy' r'=O = - x12 dfJ Öy' '1=0 = - x12 V 2Z'" (2.56) 
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It is not possible for a.ny other region than the one described above to find a.n analytical 
steady solution. Numerical methods are called for when one wants to solve for the whole 
spectrum of distances measured from the point vortex. In order to apply any numerical scheme 
it is necessary to calculate the vertical velocity component with the aid of the continuity 
equation (2.33). A straightforward calculation, i.e. the partial derivative with respect to z' 
of equation (2.40) with U' = z'-2, yields 

... 8k' 8F 8 '"' = __ _!1..- 2z'k' 
z 8z' a", 8z' 

= 2~, ( '17 ~: + 4F - 4) . 

Combining equation (2.41) with the previous equation one finds 

8k' 81' 1 (F'' 4) 
8z' = - 8y' = 2z13 -

(2.57) 

4,-------------------------------~ 

3.5 

3 

x 12V 1(n · 1 
') -

2Y' .,.x,y --
x' 2.5 

2 

1.5 

0.5 

0~~~~~-r~~~~~~~~~~~ 

0 2 3 4 5 

Figure 2.3: The z12l'-curve a.nd its asymptote when y'- oo. Note that indeed for y' ::> 1 a 
systematical error occurs as is to be expected. 

Integration with respect to y' gives for l' 

l' = f" 1 ( 4 tP F) dy' d 
Jo 2z13 - df/2 d'f/ "'' 

= y' 1 ( dF dy' I" I" dF tPy') 2 
zl3 - 2z13 d'f/ d'f/ 0 - Jo d'f/ df/2 ' 

= 2t_ __ 1 (dF _ c) {2zi 
zl3 2z13 d'f/ V 7" (2.58) 
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The second order derivative of y' with respect to '7 is zero due to the definition of '1 in equation 
{2.40). The boundary condition for l' at y' = 0 is satisfied au contraire to the condition for 
y' -+ oo. One expects a systematical 'error' in the quantitative values for l' when y' ::> 1. 
Using equation (2.50) explicitly in the above expression one finds 

(2.59) 

Figure 2.3 depiets the z12l'-curve. Note that a discrepancy between the z12l'-curve and its 
asymptote occurs. This effect is due to the fact that for upstream positions ( closer to the 
point vortex) the horizontal velocity component of the external field becomes stronger so that 
the wall must be displaced with higher velocities to maintain no-slip. As a consequence the 
net mass outflow in horizontal direction is positive which leads to a decrease in mass outflow 
in vertical direction. 

w'(TJ: x') 

-0.02 

-0.04 

-0.06 

-0.08 

0 2 3 4 5 TJ 

Figure 2.4: The vorticity distribution for the far field approximation 

Finally, the vorticity distribution can be determined for the far field approximation. Var
ticity is defined as 

lJl ök 
w = Öz - Öy • 

Sealing the above vorticity as 

one finds that the scaled vorticity is 
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(2.60) 

The w'-relation is plotted in figure 2.4. The sign of the vorticity distribution tbraughout 
the induction layer is indeed negative as expected, since the wall generated vorticity should 
oppose the vorticity of the rectilinear vortex which is positive. 

This concludes the description of the far field. The near field profiles and vorticity distribu
tion need to he determined numerically as was stated previously. These numerical procedures 
will he outlined in more detail in the next section. 

2.4 The Near Field 

As stated in the previous section an analytica! salution can only he found for the far field, 
i.e. x' > 1. Solutions for the near field need to he determined numerically. To establish 
coupling between the near field and the far field one needs to transfarm to original, k', profile. 
Applying transformation (2.40)4 

k'(x',y') = U'(1- F(x',y')), 
I 1 I y'X1 

U = xl2 + 1 ' V = 2 ( x12 + 1 )2 ' 

in which (U', V') stands for the external velocity field caused by the point vortex and its 
image, gives rise to a continuity and momenturn equation of the form 

continuity : 

momenturn: 

IJF dU' IJl' 
-U' IJx' + (1 - F) dx' + IJy' = 0, (2.61) 

U12 FIJF (u' , _ u 12) IJF ( ,du' _ 2u,du') F u,du' F2 _ 
IJx' + 8 IJx' + 8 

dx' dx' + dx' 

U'l'IJF U'IJ
2 
F = 0 

IJy' + 1Jyl2 
(2.62) 

The boundary conditions, after the transformation, are of the form 

F(x',y' = 0) = 1, F(x',y'-+ oo) = 0 

l'(x', y' = 0) 0 l'( 1 1 
) 2 y'x' = ' x ' y -+ oo = ( x12 + 1 )2 

(2.63) 

(2.64) 

The above continuity and momenturn equation will he solved in a coupled manner, coming 
from a downstream position, going to an upstream position. The numerical methad which 
will he used is also known as Davis Coupled Scheme (DCS) and is to he introduced in the 
next sections. However, we will fust look at the continuity and the momenturn equation 
separately. 

• F = F(z', y') will he used to stress that the transformation is exactly the same the one in equation (2.40). 
Only for the far field it is possible to introduce a similarity variable. It will be clear from the context of the 
text whether the author refers toF= F(q) or toF= F(z',y'). 
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2.4.1 Continuity Numerically 

The numerical grid used to evaluate the continuity equation is depicted in figure 2.5. The 
point of extrapolation, indicated by a cross, is centered in the marching direction as well 
as in the normal direction. The usage of this grid, which is second order accurate in both 

n n+l 
.. 

~ #'lj • • 
x 

*j-1 • • 

Figure 2.5: The numerical grid valid for the continuity equation. The extrapolation point is 
indicated by a cross while the nodes are indicated by black dots. 

directions, lead& to the following numerical approximations 

F = ~ (u~+l + u~+l + u~ + u~ ) 4 J J-1 J J-1 ' 

aF u~+l + u~+11 - u~ - u~ 1 J J- J J-

ax' = 2Ax ' 
and, 

al' v~+1 + vJ:'- v~+l- vJ:' J J J-1 J-1 

ay' = 2Ay 

Substituting these expressionsin the continuity equation (2.61) one finds 

n+1 [ 1 dU' U' ] n+1 [ 1 ] 
u;-1 -4 dx' - 2Ax + v;-1 - 2Ay + 

n+1 [ 1 dU' U' ] n+1 [ 1 ] _ 
u; -4 dx' - 2Ax + v; 2Ay -

( 
1 dU' U' ) ( ) vJ:' 1 - vJ:' dU' 
4 dx' - 2Ax uj + uj_1 + 3

-2Ay 
3 

- dx' · (2.65) 

2.4.2 Momenturn Numerically 

The numerical grid withits expansion point (j, n + 1/2) valid for the momenturn equation is 
depicted in :figure 2.6. The grid is also known under the name Crank-Nicholson and is second 
order accurate in the marching direction as well as in the normal direction. For the terms in 
equation (2.62) one :finds 

F = ~ (u~+l + u~) 2 J J ' 

I' = ~ (v~+1 + v':~) 2 J J ' 
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n n+I 

j+l 

j • x • 
j-I 

Figure 2.6: The Crank-Nicholson expansion grid valid for the momenturn equation. 

oF u~+l - u~ = J J 
ox' dx 

~F n+1 + n+1 n u _ uj+l Uj+l - uj_1 - uj_1 

oy'- 4dy 

oF ( uj+lr- ( uj r 
Fox'= 2dx ' 

F 2 = ~ ( ( uj+l) 
2 
+ 2ujuj+l + ( u'J) 2) , 

~F (v':'+l + v':~) (u~+l + u~ - u~+l - u':l ) 
1,_u_ = J J J+1 J+1 J-1 J-1 

ov Sdy ' 

~2p u~+l + u~ - 2u~+l - 2u~ + u~+l + u~ u - J+1 J+l J J J-1 J-1 
oy12 - 2dy2 

Notice that in the three product terms FoFjox', F 2, and l'oFjoy' numerical non-linearities 
occur. In order to solve the system of the continuity and momenturn equation these non
linearities need to he linearized. This quasi-linearization, or Newton linearization, is per· 
formed by means of 

in which 6u, 6" stands for the di:fference in u, v between twoiterative solutions ofthe di:fference 
equations and ûj+l, vj+l stands for an evaluation of the variabie from a previous iteration 
level. Applying the above linearizations, product terms of 6 are to he neglected, to the 
numerical non-linearities one finds that 
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Note that due to thislinearization procedure an iterative scheme has been created. Therefore, 
an error-evaluation needs to he developed, which will he introduced in one of the following 
sections. Proceeding with the momenturn equation; the final result will he of the form 

n+l [ U' U' (An+l n)] 
";-1 2dy2 + 8dy V; + v; + 

n+l J + U' + An+l + Un + 
[ 

U
12 (11~+1 - 1) + U's' s' dU' dU' U' dU' ( ) U' l 

"; dz 2 dz' - dz' 2 dz' "; ; - dy2 

n+l [ U' (An+l An+l n n )] V· ---U· 1 -U· l +u·+l-U· l + J 8dy J+ J- J J-

n+l [ U' U' (An+l n)] _ 
UHl 2dy2 - 8dy V; + Vj -

( 
n)2 ( U

12 
U' dU') n (U's'- U

12 
s' dU' ,dU') 

= "; 2dz- 4 dz' + "; dz - 2 dz' +U dz' + 

( An+l)2 ( U
12 

U' dU') U' ( n ( n n ) An+l (An+l An+l)) U; 2dz + 4 dz1 + 8dy V; UHl - Uj-l - V; UHl - Uj-1 -

U' ( n 2 n n ) ( ) 
2dy2 Uj-1 - u; + Uj+l 2.66 

N ow that the continuity and the momenturn equation are numerically determined one 
can see that the six unknowns u~+l v':'+l u~+l v':'+l u~+l and u~+l can he rewritten J-1 ' J-1 ' J ' J ' J+l ' J+l ' 
as three vector unknowns (u~+l v':'+l) (u~+l v':'+l) and (u~+l u~+l) leading to a vector J-1 ' J-1 ' J ' J ' J+l ' J+l 
tridiagonal form. The onset of this vector, or block, tridiagonal system of equations with 
their conesponding boundary conditions is explained in the next section. 

2.4.3 Coupling and lmplementation of Boundary Conditions 

As stated in the previous section the set of the numerical continuity and the momenturn 
equation can he rewritten in a block tridiagonal form, 

[ D,J l [ A,J AsJ l [u;:: l [ B1J BsJ ][ uj+l] + = n+l + B D2,; A2,; ~,j v;_1 2,; B4,; vj+l 

[ c,J CsJ] [ uJt: ] . (2.67) 
C2,; C4,; vn+l j+l 

Reserving the elements of the fust row in this matrix equation for the contuinity equation 
(2.65) and the elementsof the second row for the momenturn equation (2.66) it can heseen 
that the matrix elements must correspond to the elements in between square brackets. Hence 

A1,; = 
1 dU' U' ------
4 dz' 2dz 
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A3· ,J 

A2,j 

~.j 

B1J 

B3J 

B2 · ,J 

C1,j 

= 

= 

= 

1 
2dy 

U' U' (An+1 n) 
2dy2 + 8dy tJj + Vj 

0 
1 dU' U' ------
4 dz' 2dz 
1 

2dy 

U12 (û~+l - 1) + U's' I dU' dU' U' dU' U' 
J + 8 U' + ( An+l + n) 

dz 2 dz' - dz' 2 dz' uj uj - dy2 

U' (An+1 An+1 n n ) = - 8dy uj+l - uj-1 + uj+l - Uj-1 

= 0 

c3 · = o ,J 

D1,j ( 
1 dU' U' ) ( ) v~ 1 - v~ dU' 
4 dz' - 2dz uj + uj_1 + 3

-2dy 
3 

dz' 

( 
n)2 ( U

12 
U' dU') n (U's'- U

12 
s' dU' ,dU') 

uj 2dz - 4 dz' + uj dz - 2 dz' + U dz' + 

( An+1)2 ( U
12 

U' dU') U' ( n ( n n ) An+1 (An+1 An+1)) 
uj 2dz + 4 dz' + 8dy vj uj+l - uj-1 - vj uj+1 - uj-1 -

U' ( n 2 n n ) 
2dy2 Uj-1 - Uj + Uj+l 

The numerical ciosure of the problem can be accomplished with the implementation of the 
boundary condition. Say that the fust equation is numbered as 1 while the last equation is 
numbered as L as is depicted in figure 2. 7. The node at j = 0 is then the boundary condition 
at the wall, while the node L + 1 gives the boundary condition for y'-+ oo. The boundary 
condition at the wall 

is easy to implement resulting in 

Uo = ûo = 0, 

vo = vo = 0, 

[ 
D1,1 ] _ [ A1,1 A3,1 ] [ 1 ] 

D2,1 A2,1 ~.1 0 
= 
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B ] [ un+1 ] 3,1 1 
+ B vn+l 4,1 1 

(2.68) C ] [ un+1 ] 3,1 2 
C vn+l . 
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j=L+ 1 - - - - - - -
j=L

j=L-1-

j=O-

j=2-
j=l

'Y"//////////////# 

flumerical upper boundary 

nodes for which numerical 
continuity and momenturn 
equation is valid 

numerical lower boundary 

Figure 2. 7: The distributions of nodes throughout the induction layer 

For the condition for y' -+ oo we will use a Neumann condition to establlsh a 'smooth' 
conneetion 

lJk' I 
lJy' LH = O, 

insteadof the asymptotic curve 3/q4 of F(q), since F(q) and thus its asymptote is only valid 
for the far field, i.e. x' ::> 1. No condition on v' needs to he imposed since the continuity 
equation is hyperbollc5 of nature while the momenturn equation a parabolle equation is. 
To maintain second order accuracy, the Crank-Nicholson scheme can not he used at node 
j = L + 1. At this particular node a Taylor-series expansion yields 

resulting in 

So that 
n+1 + n 1 (4 n+1 + 4 n n+1 n ) 

"'LH "'LH = 3 "'L "'L - "'L-1 - "'L-1 (2.69) 

This reduces the momenturn equation at node L to 

[ ~1,L ~3,L l [ :~:: l + [ ~I,L ~3,L l [ :~:: l ' 
2,L L'14,L L-1 2,L 4,L L 

(2.70) 

5 This can be easily understood by the fa.ct that l' can be determined integrating from 0 to y'. 
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in which the matrix elements stand for 

A1,L = 

A3,L = 

A2,L = 

At,L = 

B1,L = 

B3,L = 

B2,L = 

B4,L 

D1,L = 

D2,L = 

1 dU' U' ------
4 dx' 2dx 

1 
2dy 

U' U' (An+1 n) 
3dy2 + 6dy VL + VL 

0 

1 dU' U' 
-4 dx'- 2dx 

1 
2dy 

U12 (ûï,+I - 1) + U' 81 s' dU' dU' U' dU' ( ) vn+1 + vn U' _ __...:._---:-_..:...._ __ + U' + ûn+l + un U' L L 
dx 2 dx' - dx' 2 dx' L L - 6dy' - 3dy2 

U' (An+1 An+1 n n ) 
- 6dy UL - UL-1 + UL- UL-1 

( 
1 dU' U' ) ( ) v':l 1 - v':l dU' 
4 dx' - 2dx u'] + uj_1 + 3

-2dy 
3 

dx' 

n 2 ( U
12 

U' dU') n (U's'- U
12 

s' dU' ,dU') 
( uL) 2dx - 4 dx' + uL dx - 2 dx' +U dx' + 

( An+1) 2 ( U
12 

U' dU') U' ( n ( n n) An+1 (An+1 An+1 )) U' ( n , 
UL -- + --- + -- VL UL-1- UL - VL UL - UL-1 - -- UL-1- Ul 2dx 4 dx' 6dy 3dy2 

To finalize the numerical procedure an numerical-error evaluation needs to he established. 
The continuity equation will serve this purpose well as will he explained in the next section. 

2.4.4 The Error Evaluation 

The continuity equation will he used as an error evaluation function since mass conservation 
is thé constriction one can think of, besides it does not contain any numerical non-linearities 
and therefore no iterative approximations. The continuity equation (2.61) is approximated 
by a second order accurate scheme leading to a maximum deviation of 

(2.71) 

The term dU / dx' does not contri hu te to the error since this term is exact. Therefore whenever 
the inequality 

(2.72) 

holds true, one can proceed with the calculation. The subscript N denotes that the quantities 
between the square brackets need to he determined numerically. H the above inequality does 
not hold true one needs to redo the calculation until the continuity constraint is met. The 
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marching step size and the normal step size are not changed when updating the calculated 
values, i.e. a fixed grid will he used. 

The code to solve the block tridiagonal system is given in Anderson et al. [2] and will not 
he explained in detail. An enumeration of the proceeding steps of the Fortran code is given 
below. 

1. input vortex velocity, s', x'-range, and step sizes àx ( <0) and ày 

2. determine far field similarity velocity profiles 

3. set iterative differences 6u and 6v to zero 

4. calculate the profile one marching step size further upstream 

5. perform error evaluation: 

(a) If the continuity constraint is not met, set the ( û, v) velocities to the (u, v) of a 
previous iteration level; 
if the number of iterations exceeds a maximum number break off all calculations; 
go back to 4 

(b) If the continuity constraint is met, update velocity profiles; 
if the maximum upstream position is reached stop calculations; 
go back to 3 

6. save collected data 

The complete code is presented in Appendix A 
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Chapter 3 

Results 

As stated before the determination of the far field similarity profile is done with the aid of a 
central di:fferencing scheme as is outlined in equation (2.51). This was due to the kemel of 
the integral expression for F( 1J) being singular for 1J = 0. The similarity profiles will be used 
as input data for the determination of upstream velocity profiles. Therefore any numerical 
error made in F( 1J) will show in upstream velocities unless, of course, errors made in F( 1J) are 
relatively small compared to the errors in thesecondorder accurate scheme, O(~x2 + ~y2), 
used to solve the tridiagonal system. Some attention will therefore be given in the first section, 
to the numerical determination (accuracy investigation) of the similarity profiles, F(TJ) and 
l'( 1J ). 

To check how the Fortran code behaves a couple of runs have been conducted for x'-values 
which lie well within the far field region, i.e. x' was placed in the region x' E [10, 50], while 
step sizes where set to ~x = -0.01 and ~y = 0.01. The translational speed of the rectilinear 
vortex was chosen to equal the inviscid speed, i.e. s' = 0.25. These results are presented in 
section 3.2. 

Finally several runs have been made for the near field region for different velocities of 
the point vortex. Typically the similarity profiles were determined at x' = 10 and profiles 
were calculated upto a position where the calculations broke down or the most upper stream 
position was reached which usually equalled zero. In these runs ~x = -0.01 and ~y = 0.01 
unless explicitly stated otherwise. 

N otice that graphs which represent F( 1J) or F( x', y') represent1 the kernel of the displace-
ment formula, i.e. ,I':' CIO 

6. = }
0

- ( 1- ~') dy' = t F(x', y')dy'. 

This means that the area undemeath the F( x', y')-curve represents the displacement thick
ness. This quantity will prove to be of great importance, as will be seen in section 3.3. 

3.1 Similarity Profile Analysis 

According to equation (2.50) infinity needs to be approximated by a finite constant, 1/oo· 
By choosing such a constant an error will be introduced for the condition at the wall which 

1 By rotating the thesis 90 degrees counter clockwise one can easily transform the F( z', y') profile into a 
k' ( z', y') profile. 
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Figure 3.1: The mismatch between the theoretical boundary condition F(17 = 0) = 1 and the 
calculated condition due tothefact that infinity is represented by a finite constant, '7oo· The 
step size, tl.f7 for all initial distances was equal to tl.f7 = 1. 10-3 • 

theoretically is F( '7 = 0) = 1. The effect '7oo has on the boundary condition at the wall is 
graphically illustrated in figure 3.1. It appears that for increasing '7oo the mismatch decreases, 
as is to he expected. Throughout the region '7oo E [1000, 2500] the mismatch never exceeds 
1· 10-5 which is an exceptable error. The numerical error in the Fortran code is of the order 
(tl.x 2 + tl.y2 ) and values for tl.x and tl.y will he chosen such that (tl.x 2 + tl.y2 ) never exceeds 
1·10-5 • 

The effect that the finite '7oo has on the wall friction is almost zero as can he seen 
from figure 3.2. The vertical sealing of the figure indicates that the friction at the wall, 
x 12{)k'j{)y'j, ,_0 , remains constant with respect to any numerical errors. The wall friction 

:& ,y -
is approximately equal to x'2{)k' j{)y' = 0.09389. Step size, tl.77, as well as '7oo dependency of 
the similarity salution has been investigated. Figure 3.3 depiets the mismatch between the 
theoretica! wall boundary condition and the calculated value for F(O) - 1 as a function of 
tl.77. The finite '7oo was set to 2.5 · 103 for all step sizes, while the tl.77 varled from 1 · 10-4 to 
1 · 10-2 • Clearly smaller step sizes lead to smaller errors as can he seen from the graph. For 
tl.f7 ~ 1 . 10-3 the mismatch intersects with tl.f7-axis, hence for this value for tl.f7 will produce 
a minimal error. 

The dependency of the wall friction on tl.77 is plotted in figure 3.4. It appears that the 
friction obeys to the linear relationship 

{)k' 
x

12 
{)y' = -1.0095 ·10-5 tl.77 + 0.0940, (3.1) 

R2 = 0.9999, 
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Figure 3.2: The effect of the finite "loo on the wall friction, x'2äk' jäy'. Note that the vertical 
scale of the graph has been blown up, indicating that for all "loo E [1000, 2500] the wall friction 
remains approximately constant. The friction is approximately equal to 0.09389. The step 
size tl.1J was, for all distances, again set to 1 ·10-3 • 

under the condition that "loo = 2.5 · 103 • The above relationship and the insensitivity of the 
wall friction to "loo (see figure 3.2) lead to that the constant, C, in the Taylor series expansion 
(2.54) of the similarity salution for "'<: 1 must he 

c = ( -0.0940 ± 0.0001)~ = -0.188 ± 0.002 (3.2) 

since x' was set to 50 and s' to 0.25. The ahility todetermine this constant, C, will proveto 
he a valuable tooi to check whether the Fortran code is bothered by any instahilities when a 
large number of consecutive calculations is performed. 

In summary it appears that an optimum between computational time and accuracy con
siderations can he found for "loo = 2.5 ·103 and tl.'fJ = 1 · 10-3 • 

The next step will he to check if the Fortran code works properly for values of x' which 
can still he considered far field so that the theoretica! asymptotic solutions can he used to 
check the validity and the stahility of the code. Results found for x' := 50 --+ 10 will he 
presented in the next section. 
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Figure 3.3: The effect of the step size, Af/, on the mismatch between the calculated wall value 
for F(17) and the theoretica! value at the wall. The f/oo in all cases was set 2.5 ·103 . 
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Figure 3.4: The effect of the step size, Af/, on the wall friction. For allstep sizes f/oo = 2.5·103• 
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3.2 Fortran Code Stability 

In order to check if the Fortran code is sensitive to any instabilities, runs have been made for 
z'-values which lie well within the far :field region. Figure 3.5 depiets a series of z'2k'(z', y') 
velocity profiles for z'=50, 40, 30, 20, 10 for s'=0.25 with step sizes dz=-0.01 and dy=O.Ol. 
Since the boundary layer height was set TJ=5 (see section 2.2) and TJ2 = !1f2s'lz' the profiles 
have been cut o:ff at TJ=5 for upstream positions, i.e. z' < 50. The same series with the same 

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 

Figure 3.5: Consecutive z'2k'(z',y') = 1- F(TJ) velocity profiles for z' = 50,40,30,20,10. 
Note that in order to depiet the profiles clearly the velocity magnitude is multiplied by a 
factor 7 .5. Furthermore, since TJ2 = iY12 s' I z' increases for upstream positions the profiles 
have been cut at TJ = 5. 

5 

4 

3 

2 

o~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 

Figure 3.6: Consecutive z21'( x', y') velocity profiles for z' = 50, 40, 30, 20, 10 corresponding 
to the horizontal velocity component at the same upstream positions depicted in tigure 3.5. 
Since TJ2 = !1f2 s' I z' increases for upstream positions the profiles have been cut at TJ = 5. 

settings have been made for the x12l'(x', y') profile, see tigure 3.6. The increase in the slope, 
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Figure 3.7: The difference, ~' between the calculated profile, F(TJ), and its asymptotic be
haviour, 3/TJ4 for TJ- oo, see equation (3.3), for fixed y' = 100 
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Figure 3.8: The relative difference between the calculated profile, l'( x', y') and its external 
:field, V', counterpart. The two should match at the edge, y' - oo of the boundary layer. 
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z12 l'(z',y') "'21//z' is barely noticeable up to z'=lO. Once again the profiles have been cut 
o:ff at 1J=5. 

and 

Although the figures seem to indicate that the code is working fine, the di:fferences 

ti' = l' ( z', y') -
2~ , 
z 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

at 1J=5 give one more insight whether the code works fine or not. Note that a systematical 
error which grows for smaller z' in the I'( x', y')-profile is expected. Therefore the relative 
error is calculated. This relative error should remain constant throughout the far field region 
since the mismatch for the l'-profile for y'--+ oo is due to the constant wall friction in equation 
(3.1). The ~ and ti' relationships are depicted in figures 3.7 and 3.8, respectively. Note that it 

4.5 -:r----------------..., 
4 A : 1 . 103 ok' I 

oy' y'=o 
3.5 

3 
B : relative diJ ference with eq. (3.5) 

2.5 

2 

1.5 

0.5 

10 20 30 40 50 x' 

Figure 3.9: Calculated wall friction, ok' /81/1
71
,=0 , and its relative di:fference with equation 

(3.5). 

appears as if ~ and the relative di:fference in ti' go to zero for z' going to zero. This is certainly 
not the case since the similarity profile F( '1) is only valid for z' > 1. It is however true that 
the code is of a corrective nature leading to a better matching solution for the z12k'{z', y') 
and the z12l' ( z', y') profile. 

Basedon equation (3.2) it is possible to check whether any upstream wall friction can he 
predicted. It is known that for z' =50 
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Hence 

- aF I = xf2ak'l = o.188 ,--;;-. 
öy' y'=O Öy' y'=O V 2? 

(3.5) 

Figure 3.9 depiets the wall friction ök' I öy' and the relative error when compared to the 
theoretical prediction. The relative numerical error due to first order accuracy in the ök' I öy' 
determination is about 5% since À.y was set to 0.01. The prediction error lies well within 
within in this range. 

Based on the facts that apparently the code works in a corrective manner ( see :fi.gures 
3.7 and 3.8) and that the wall friction can he predicted within the allowed numerical error, 
validate that the code is stabie for the far field region. Therefore the code can he used to 
determine near :field solutions and any numerical instablities that occur in the calculation 
region are physical of nature and are not due to numericallimitations of the code. The next 
section will deal in detail with the near field velocity pro:fi.les. 

3.3 The Near Field 

3.3.1 Inviscid Vortex Velocity: s'=0.25 

First of all an accurate, À.x=-0.001 and À.y=0.005, run was made for x'=10 to x'=O while 
the velocity of the point vortex was set to s' =0.25. F'tuthermore a new concept to determine 
where numerical instahilities might occur will he introduced. 

Figure 3.10 depiets the U'-1 k'( x', y') pro:fi.les for consecutive x' positions. The program 
is arti:fi.cially terminated2 when x1=1.56 is reached. The slight inclination to the right for 
x'=1.75 is due to the imposed Neumann condition at the edge ofthe induction layer. 

Judging from the graph however one can see this physically ill-de:fi.ned but numerically 
necessary condition only influences the flow in a small upper section of the layer. Therefore 
one may expect that the curves represent the physically correct behaviour up to y'=40. 

Note that U' for the near field region equal is to U'= (x12 + 1)-1 and not U'= x'-2• It 
appears that the adverse pressure gradient, due the external velocity U', starts, noticeably, 
lifting up the pro:fi.le at x'=2.0. Associated with this lift-up is an increase in displacement 
thickness which makes the I'( x', y') decrease for upstream positions. Up to x'=2.5 the I'( x', y')
pro:fi.le behaves ordinarily, i.e. the solutions for y' > 1 follow the schematic outlined with the 
aid of the asysmptote, 2y' I x'3 • For further upstream positions, i.e. x' <2.5, the magnitude of 
the I'( x', y')-pro:fi.le at y'=44.72 starts decreasing. It seems as if this behaviour is paradoxal, 
but since only calculations have been made up to 'Y'=44.72 (y'=TJJ2x'/s'=5..}2 x 10/0.25) 
and the increase in displacement thickness seems to indicate that a boundary layer increase 
occurs, it is not so strange that one :fi.nds a decrease. Figure 3.11 clari:fi.es the decrease in 
the l'(x',y')-pro:fi.les for upstream positions. This increase in boundary layer thickness has 
far more implications and these will he discussed in chapter 4. Since this pressure gradient, 
öp' I öx' = U' dU' I dx' increases for upstream positions it is to he expected that the numerical 
calculations break down at some upstream position were a reversed flow region occurs. The 
occurrence of this physical phenomenon makes the Fortran code unstable as will he discussed 
in chapter 4. 

2 number of iterations exceeds the maximum number which was set to 100. 
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Figure 3.10: U'- 1k'(x', y')-profiles for different x' positions. The code was artificially termi
nated for x'=1.56. 

Figure 3.12 depiets the detection of the reversed flow region as well as the detection of 
the equilibrium3 between the inertia forces and the pressure force, i.e. 

(k' _ ')8k' 1,8k' _ U'dU' = 0 8 8x' + 8y' dx' - · 

The equilibrium curve is smooth while the reverse-flow-detection curve is jerky of structure. 
This is due to the fact that when reverse flow occurs the number of iterations, needed to 
satisfy continuity, jumps from 1 or 2 just before reverse flow to 80 or 90 right after reverse 
flow, leading to a large margin of error4 • The fust detection of reverse flow is at x'=1.57 
indicating that indeed backward flow leads to numerical instabilities. 

In tigure 3.13 the wall friction, i.e. 8k' / 8y'lv'=O as a function of the position x', is depicted. 
Note that for upstream positions the wall friction increases and then suddenly drops at a x' ~2. 
This value corresponds to x'=1.75, the position where equilibrium was detected at the wall. 
Due to the increase in adverse pressure forces and the increase in wall friction one may expect 
that a reverse flow region will develop close to the wall. This hypothesis can not be checked 
since the calculations break down before a separation bubble at the wall will form. 

3.3.2 s'-Dependency 

It was found in the previous section that for s' =0.25 the calculations break down at specifi.c 
upstream position due to the fact that continuity, within the numerical tolerance, can not 
be satisfied anymore. In this section the influence of the vortex velocity, s', is investigated. 

3 A perfect equilibrium position can not be found due to the discrete cha.racter of a numerical scheme. 
Therefore detection occurred when a sign change took place. 

'This error is of collr8e larger than the imposed order of accuracy error due to implemented numerical 
schemes. 
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Figure 3.11: l'(x', y')-profiles at different upstream positions while s'=0.25 

Table 3.3.2 enumerates the upstream positions when break down occurs. One would expect 

s' Äx Äy I 
xbd 

0.2 -0.01 0.01 1.49 
0.25 -0.001 0.005 1.56 
0.3 -0.01 0.01 1.05 
0.4 -0.01 0.01 0.77 
0.5 -0.01 0.01 0.55 
0.6 -0.01 0.01 0.42 
0.7 -0.01 0.01 0.17 
0.8 -0.01 0.01 no breakdown 

. . : . 

Table 3.1: Enumeration of break down values versus vortex velocity. Note that for s'=0.25 
the stepsizes are considerable smaller leading to a different break down position. 

that the breakdown value for s' =0.25 would lie between those conesponding to s' =0.2 and 
s'=0.3. 

Apparently, the smaller step sizes, which beyond doubt leadtoa more accurate calcula
tion, influence the breakdown value considerably. The step sizes Äx=-0.01 and Äy=0.01 are 
maintained since reverse fiow fust appears at x1=xbd+0.1 further downstream. This result is 
independent of the step sizes Äx and Äy. Figure 3.14 depiets the equilibrium curves for dif
ferent vortex velocities. N ote that the height of the layer in y' becomes smaller for increasing 
vortex velocity. This effect is due to the definition of the boundary layer thickness which is 
equaJ to 1J=5. Reverse :O.ow occurs right after equilibrium is detected. Accurate determination 
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Figure 3.12: Contour plot of the reverse flow (k' <0) and equilibrium (between the pressure 
force and the inertia forces) curves. The reverse flow curve is the jerky line on the top left 
while the equilibrium lines can he found on the bottorn and the top of the graph. 

of the velocity profiles close to the reverse flow faiters due to numerical instabilities. Further
more it is interesting to note, assuming that the calculations close to the break down point 
are still physically valid, that for s' >0.5 no separation bubble at the wall will form. This 
condusion is backed up by figure 3.16 in which one can see that the wall friction, 8k' f8y'I

11
'=0 

becomes negative close to the break down point for s' < 0.5. 

In chapter 2 it was stated that 1/ s' behaves like a di:ffusive factor indicating that for 
large s' one expects no change in the 'input' similarity profiles. The findings described above 
certa.inly seem to back up this hypothesis. 

3.3.3 High Vortex Velocity: s' ~ 1 

In the previous section it was stated that for increasing vortex velocity the similarity profiles 
become less sensitive to the adverse pressure gradient when upstream profiles are calculated. 
It was stated that this seemed to back up the hypothesis that the reciprocal vortex velocity, 
1/s', behaved as a di:ffusive factor. In order to check this hypothesis a calculation was made 
for s1=25. Figure 3.17 depiets the di:fference ~ defi.ned in equation (3.3). This absolute 
di:fference which was thought to he valid only for the far field, x' ::> 1, appears to he valid 
throughout the entire region when s' ::> 1. The resemblance between figure 3. 7 and 3.17 is 
striking, indicating that indeed for large s' the adverse pressure gradients have no effect on 
the horizontal velocity component. 

The findings for F( x', y') described above also must hold true for the I' (x', y') profile. The 
calculation of the relative error will not show any similarity to figure 3.8. This is due to the 
fact that the linearization for V'= 2y'x' f(x12 + 1)2 becomes zero for x'=O. This means that 
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Figure 3.13: Wall friction from x'=10 to breakdown position x'=1.56. 

any mismatch between V' and l' (x', y') instantly leads to a 100% error. 
A decisive argument why, for high vortex velocities, the profiles maintain their initial 

similarity profiles can he found by careful examination of equation (2.34). When s' ::> 1 the 
dominant terms in the momenturn equation are the last two terms. The viscous term ( second 
order derivative with respect toy') must he equivalently dominant, otherwise viscosity would 
play no role. These three terms compose an equation which is exactly the same as the one 
used todetermine the similarity profile. Note, however, that the conditions under which both 
non-homogeneaus diffusion equation can he derived are very different: 

high velocity: x' E ( -oo, oo ), y' E [0, oo ), s' ::> 1, 
far field: x'> 1, y' E[O,oo], s' E(O,oo). 

The wall friction behaves in the same manner for x1=10 to x'=O as it did for x1=50 to 
x'=10. This is not so strange since the wall friction, äk'fäy'I1J'=O depends solely on the 
F( x', y') curve and it is seen that for large vortex veloeities the ad verse pressure does bas no 
effect on the kernel of the displacement thickness. 

Furthermore it must he noted that it was assumed for the pressure sealing in equation 
(2.20) that O(s') = 1. In this case, where s' = 25, it is doubtful whether the pressure the way 
it is used, is correct for large point vortex velocities. 
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Figure 3.14: Contour plot of the equilibrium, i.e. pressure = inertia, curves for different 
veloeities of the point vortex. From right to left s' = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 
1.1 is plotted. For s' =1.2 equilibrium could not he detected. 
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Figure 3.15: Wall friction profiles as a function of z' for different vortex velocities. From 
bottorn to top: s' = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.2 is plotted. 
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Figure 3.16: The difference function, ei>, see (3.3), for a calculation sequence from x'=lO to 
x'=O while the vortex velocity was set to s'=25. 
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Chapter 4 

Discussion & Conclusion 

A major outcome of this study is that there indeed exists a similarity profile for the far field, 
i.e. x' :::> 1, in a laboratory frame moving along with the convection speed of the vortex. The 
quantitative determination of this similarity profile needs to he done numerically but it was 
found that for the correct settings of '7oo = 2500 and fi'7 = 0.001 this can he achieved with 
extreme, leas than 0.001% error, accuracy. With the aid ofthe continuity equation the vertical 
velocity component could he determined. Due to hyperbolle nature of the continuity equation 
it was found that only one boundary condition, the one at the wall, could he satisfied. For 
y' --+ oo a mismatch between the vertical velocity and the external velocity of 10% occurred. 
The decreased vertical velocity could he explained due to the x'-2 sealing. This sealing led 
to higher wall velocities when the position, x' = 0, of the rectilinear vortex was approached. 
Hitherto, maas conservation led to a negative vertical induction velocity. This decreased the 
total, induction and external, vertical velocity. 

It was found that equilibrium and reverse flow curves moved upstream1 for increasing 
vortex veloei ties, s'. These findings backed up the hypothesis that the reciprocal value of s' 
indeed behaved as a diffusive factor. For large vortex veloeities it was found that the initia! 
velocity profiles were insensitive to the adverse pressure gradient caused by the rectilinear 
vortex. This indicates that the sealing of time on vortex velocity, leading to the diffusive 
behaviour of 1/s', instead of wall velocity is indeed correct because high vortex veloeities 
leave little to no time for the induction layer to interact with the pressure gradients. Wall 
velocity which solely depends on the strenght of the vortex and its height above the wall 
clearly will not show this behaviour for increasing vortex velocity, due to e.g. a shear layer, 
does not lead to an increasing wall velocity. 

It was proven that such a shear layer will have no effect on the formation of the induction 
layer for the limiting case R--+ oo. It opens, however the possibility that the inviscid vortex 
velocity can slightly vary. Furthermore, for a correct pressure sealing it was assumed that the 
scaled vortex velocity neerled to he of the order one. This limits the validity of the findings 
fors'= 25 :::> 1, the high vortex velocity limit, described above. 

The fortran code is stabie and fast. A typical run with fix = -0.01 and tiy = 0.01 
from x' = 10 to x' = 0 takes about 5 minutes on a HP9000. Blottner [3] found that the 
Davis Coupled Scheme was the most accurate and fastest scheme available to solve boundary 
layer equations. He also found that only one iteration was required to satisfy the continuity 

1 the detection might he off by 10% but the trend is certainly present 
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equation. The DCS-scheme applied to our problem shows the same behaviour. The prob
lem, however, with this iterative procedure is that diagonal dominanee must he maintained 
throughout the calculation region. Blottner [3] who used a retarded :flow problem to check the 
accuracy and speed of several schemes never encountered the diagonal dominanee failure. In 
our case, reverse :flow (for small vortex velocities) due to an adverse pressure gradient effect 
this requirement and diagonal dominanee is not maintained. This leads to spurious solutions 
in the form of oscillations due to numerical dispersion or numerical diffusion. The 'jerky' 
structure of the reverse :flow curves is an indication that numerical instahilities occur right 
before the code finally breaks down. 

The conventional :fixed-grid schemes as used in the present investigation can not he applied 
to good use to resolve the 'interesting' features as were found in the expositions by Adams et 
al. [1], Peridier et al. [15], and Peridier et al. [16]. Peridier et al. used Langragian methods to 
solve the the unsteady boundary layer equations. They also noted that straightforward central 
differencing techniques could not he used as a result of the diagonal dominanee restriction. 
This leads to an elaborate upwind/downwind scheme. The major advantage of this method, 
however, is that regions which neerled high number of nocles to resolve properly were equiped 
with a high number of nocles due to the Langragian formulation. Adams et al. used weight 
function to redirect the the distribution of nodes. This method allowed the usage of the 
'easy to implement' and accurate central differencing techniques. A comparison between the 
investigations by Peridier et al. and the one by Adams et al. revealed no discrepancies. 

It is questionable whether a steady-state salution exists for the region close to the rectilin
ear vortex. H the formation of an induction layer is responsible for the intermittent eruptive 
behaviour of a hairpin vortex then this physical phenomena will certainly not he steady. The 
numerical procedures used by Adams et al. and Peridier et al. certainly seem to indicate 
that this correlation is true. Their code breaks down when, what they call, a singular time is 
reached. This singular time indicates that an eruption of :fluid into the outer region is about 
to happen. Common sense prediets when this happens the :fluid :flow cannot he resolved 
anymore due to the intense variation of velocities in an extreme small region. 

This result is of importance with respect to the present investigation since it states that 
the induction layer height does not remain constant. In the current investigation it was 
assumed, i.e. numerically, that the induction layer height remained constant (for the far 
field boundary layer height was set to 77=5) throughout space. This certainly explains the 
discrepancies found between the linearized external velocity and the velocities at the edge of 
the layer. Another implication ofthe non-constant layer height is that the imposed Neumann 
condition at the edge of the layer is far from correct. The true nature of the process contains 
volatile variations in velocities while the Neumann condition imposes a smooth conneetion 
with the external velocities. 

In order to grasp more of the physics that goes on in the induction layer it was tried to 
introduce a semi-adaptive grid based on the number of iterations neerled to satisfy continuity. 
The trial, however, failed since only one iteration is required up to the z'-position were the 
first reverse :flow is detected. From that point on an increase in the number iterations takes 
place and a few marching steps upstream the calculations breaks down. Therefore since a 
smooth increase in iterations was not found it was impossible to determine where a grid 
refinement should take place. 
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Apparently one can not avoid the implementation of the unsteady and more advanced 
numerical methods described by Adams et al. [1] and Peridier et al. [15] to clarify the 
mechanisms of the formation of the induction layer close to the point vortex. The unsteady 
weight-function method used by Adamsis favoured since it is basedon an Eulerian descrip
tion as is used in this study. 

In summary, a similarity profile was found for the far field limit. Using this similarity pro
file, steady-state upstream velocity profiles could he determined numerically. Due to adverse 
pressure gradient caused by the rectilinear potential vortex reversed flow region occured. The 
numerical code was not designed to cope with such flow patterns and hence the calculations 
broke down. Except when the velocity of the vortex was high enough. In that case the ad
verse pressure gradient did not cause reverse flow and therefore the numerical code worked 
fine throuhout space. These fi.ndings confi.rmed the notion that the reciprocal speed of the 
vortex should behave as a diffusive factor. 

For the smaller vortex velocities ( s' < 1) it is questionable whether steady-state profiles 
exist, since the eruptive behaviour (read: break down of numerical calculations) of the in
duction layer certainly negates this assumption. For the large vortex velocity limit there is 
no reason to assume why a steady-state should not exist. Therefore areas of interest which 
should he further investigated are: 

1. large vortex velocity limit2 : analytically as well as numerically. 

2. what happens if vorticity sign of rectilinear potential vortex changes. 

3. extend Fortran code to time-dependency and implement weight function theory by 
Adams et al. [1]. 

4. Calculate complete spectrum of vortex velocities. 

5. Try to establish a link between the theoretica! fi.ndings and the experimental investiga
tions. 

2Currently under investigation. 
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Appendix A 

Fortran Code 

C234567 

PROGRAM INDUCLAYER 

c 
c Program that calculates upstream velocity profiles initiating from 
c theoretica! downstraam profiles. 
c 
c The incompressible continuity and momentum equation are solved in 
c a coupled manner. The complete numerical tormulation is second 
c order accurate in the marching x-direction as well as in the 
c normal y-direction. 
c 
c The routines to solve the set of equations, block tridiagonal 
c system, are co~ied and adapted from: Dale A. Anderson, 
c John C. Tanneh1ll, Richard H. Pletcher, Computational Fluid 
c Mechanica and Heat Transfer, series in computational methods in 
c mechanica and thermal sciences, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1984 
c 
c 
c Harald J.H.M. van Dongen 
c 
c June 27 1994 
c Northwestern Univarsity 
c Evanston, Illinois, U.S.!. 
c 

implici t none 
integer•4 L,cnty,j,sk,ss1,ss2,pp1,pp2,order,ordsq, 

+ N,M,No 
parameter (order=2,ordsq=order••2,N=25000,M=5000) 
double precision s,xr,xl,dx,dy,x,y,e,em,ym,xs1,xs2, 

+ sfdx,error,ermax,erite,UU,dUU,Fc,Fxc,lyc, 
+ Fm,Fxm,Fym,lm,u(O:N),v(O:N),uo(O:N),vo(O:N), 
+ sf(O:M),velu(0:40,0:1),velv(0:40,0:N), 
+ diffu(0:5000),diffv(0:5000),bal,balx(O:N), 
+ baly(O:I),RFx(O:I),RFy(O:N), 
+ A(ordsq•N),B(ordsq•N),C(ordsq•N),D(order•N) 
character xrt•2,xlt•2,fnu•80,fnv•80,fn1•80,fn2*80,fn3•80, 

+ st•2,fnbal•80,fnRF•8o 

1000 format( 11 travelling speed of point vortex (>0): ",$) 
1001 format("matching x' to far field approximation (=<50): ",$) 
1002 format("left x'-boundary of naar field (>=0): ",$) 
1003 format("step size in marching direction (<0): 11 ,$) 
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1004 format("step size in normal direction (>=0.005): 11 ,$) 

10 write(•,1000) 
read (•,•) s 
if (s.le.O.dO) then 

write(•,•) "erroneous input; re-enter value" 
~oto 10 

end1f 

20 write(•,1001) 
read <•.•) xr 
if (xr.gt.5.d1) then 

write(•,•) "erroneous input; re-enter value" 
~oto 20 

end1f 

30 write(•,1002) 
read (•,•) xl 
if ((xl.lt.O.dO) .or. (xl.gt.xr)) then 

write(•,•) "erroneous input; re-enter value" 
~oto 30 

end1f 

40 write(•,1003) 
read (•,•) dx 
if (dx.ge.O.dO) then 

write(•,•) 11 erroneous input; re-enter value11 

~oto 40 
end1f 

x = xr+0.5dO•dx 

50 write(•,1004) 
read <•.•) dy 
if (dy.lt.5.d-3) then 

write(•,•) "erroneous input; re-enter value" 
~oto 50 

end1f 
write(•,•) "dy' ==> n•0.005, 11 

sk = jidint(dy/5.d-3+.5d0) 
dy = sk•5.d-3 
write(•,•) "n :=",sk 

em = 5.d0 
y.m = em•dsqrt(2.dO•xr/s) 
L = jidint(ym/dy) 

write(•,•) 
write(•,•) "DETERMINING SIMILARITY PROFILES 11 

write(•,•) 

call simprof(s,xr,y.m,u,N) 

call conv(xr,xrt) 

fnu = '/home/sord/hvdongen/data/F_prof'//xrt//'.data' 
open(1,file=fnu) 

do 60 cnty = O,jidint(y.m/5.d-3) 

y = cnty•5.d-3 
write(1,'(2E20.10)') y,u(cnty) 
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60 continue 

close(1) 

c 
c !'-profile 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

fnv = '/home/sord/hvdongen/data/l_prof'//xrt//'.data' 
open(1,file=fnv) 

y = O.dO 
v(O) = O.dO 

write(1,'(2E20.10)') y,v(O) 

do 70 cnty = 1,jidint(ym/6.d-3) 

y = cnty•S.d-3 
e = y•dsqrt(s/(2.dO•xr)) 

v(cnty) = 2.dO•y•x••-3 -
+ .6dO•x••-3•dsqrt(2.dO•xr/s)• 
+ (u(cnty)•(e+(3.d0+3.dO•e••2)/(3.dO•e+e••3))-
+ 3.d0/(3.dO•e+e••3)) + 
+ (u(1)-u(O))/(s•x••2•6.d-3) 

write(1,'(2E20.10)') y,v(cnty) 

70 continue 

close(1) 

incorporation of input dy'-value + initia! iterative differences 
will be set to zero + storage of far field profiles 

write(•,•) "saving x-position: ",x-.6dO•dx 

do 80 cnty = O,L 

j = sk•cnty 

u(cnty) = u(j) 
v(cnty) = v(j) 

velu(O,cnty) = u(cnty) 
velv(O,cnty) = v(cnty) 

80 continue 

c determination of matrix elements for block tridiagonal system + 
c initialization of calculation sequence of velocity profiles 
c 

call const(s,dx,dy,x,order,ordsq,L,u,u,v,v,A,B,C,D) 

ss1 = 0 
ss2 = 0 
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c 

sf(ss2) = (u(O)-u(1))/(dy•(x••2+1.d0)) 

diffu(ss2) = u(L)-12.dO•xr••2/(s••2•ym••4) 
diffv(ss2) = v(L)-2.dO•ym/xr••3 

xs1 = xr+(xl-xr)/4.d1 
if (dabs(dx).le.(xr-xl)/5.d3) then 

sfdx • (xl-xr)/5.d3 
el se 

sfdx = dx 
endif 
xs2 = xr+sfdx 

do 85 cnty = O,L 

balx(cnty) = O.dO 
baly(cnty) = O.dO 

RF%(cnty) = O.dO 
RFy(cnty) = O.dO 

85 continue 

call initialize(0,1.5,L) 

c start calculation sequence of velocity profiles 
c 

c 

do while ((x-.5dO•dx.le.xr) .and. (x-.5dO•dx.ge.xl)) 

do 90 cnty = O,L 

uo(cnty) = u(cnty) 
vo(cnty) = v(cnty) 

90 continue 

No = 0 

95 continue 

No = No+1 

c break off calculation when more than hundred iterations are 
c needed 
c 

if (No.gt.100) then 

write(•,•) 
write(•,•) "Number of iterations exceeds maximum number." 
write(•,•) "Apparent instability takes place at: ",x+.5dO•dx 
write(• ,•) 
write(•,•) "Program will be terminated after data is saved." 

goto 125 

endif 

call nbtrip(A,B,C,D,l,L,order,ordsq) 
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c 
c pass new calculated velocity profiles to correct variables 
c 

c 

do 100 cnty = 1,1 

pp1 = 1+(cnty-1)•order 
pp2 = 2+(cnty-1)•order 

u(cnty) = D(pp1) 
v(cnty) = D(pp2) 

100 continue 

UU = 1.dO/(x••2+1.dO) 
dUU = -2.dO•x/((x••2+1.d0)••2) 

c check if continuity equation is satisfied + check when adverse 
c pressure gradient balances convective (inertia) terms + check 
c for reversed flow region 
c 

erite = (1.dO+dabs(dUU)+dabs(UU))•(dx••2+dy••2) 
ermax = O.dO 

do 110 cnty = 1,1 

Fe = .25dO•(uo(cnty-1)+u(cnty-1)+uo(cnty)+u(cnty)) 
Fxc = .SdO•(u(cnty)+u(cnty-1)-uo(cnty)-uo(cnty-1))/dx 
lyc = .SdO•(v(cnty)+vo(cnty)-v(cnty-1)-vo(cnty-1))/dy 

error = dabs(-UU•Fxc+(1.dO-Fc)•dUU+lyc) 

if (error.gt.ermax) ermax = error 

Fm = .5dO•(u(cnty)+uo(cnty)) 
Fxm = (u(cnty)-uo(cnty))/dx 
Fym = .25dO•(u(cnty+1)+uo(cnty+1)-u(cnty-1)-uo(cnty-1))/dy 
lm = .5dO•(v(cnty)+vo(cnty)) 

bal = (UU•(1.dO-Fm)-s)•(dUU•(1.dO-Fm)-UU•Fxm)-lm•UU•Fym-
+ (UU-s)•dUU 

if ((bal.ge.O) .and. (balx(cnty).eq.O.dO)) then 

balx(cnty) = x 
baly(cnty) = cnty•dy 

endif 

if ((1.d0-u(cnty).lt.O.d0) .and. (RFx(cnty).eq.O.dO)) then 

RFx(cnty) • x 
RFy(cnty) • cnty•dy 

endif 

110 continue 

c 
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.. 

c vhen maximum error is bigger than allowed iteration error redo 
c the calculation 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

if (ermax.ge.erite) then 

call 
goto 

endif 

check if 
stored 

const(s,dx,dy,x,order,ordsq,L,uo,u,vo,v,A,B,C,D) 
95 

x has passed values for vhich profiles need to be 

if (x+.5dO•dx.le.xs1) then 

ss1 = ss1+1 

vrite(•,*) "saving x-position: ",xs1 

do 120 cnty = O,L 

velu(ss1,cnty) = u(cnty) 
velv(ss1,cnty) = v(cnty) 

120 continue 

xs1 = xs1+(xl-xr)/4.d1 

endif 

c check if x has passed values for vhich vall (skin) friction 
c needs to be stored + check to see vhen asymptotic relationships 
c break down 
c 

c 

if (x+.5dO*dx.le.xs2) then 

ss2 = ss2+1 

sf(ss2) = (u(O)-u(1))/(dy•(x••2+1.d0)) 

diffu(ss2) = u(L)-12.dO*(x+.5dO*dx)••2/(s**2*ym**4) 
diffv(ss2) = v(L)-2.dO*ym/(x+.5dO•dx)**3 

xs2 = xs2+sfdx 

endif 

call plot(u,L) 

x = x+dx 

call const(s,dx,dy,x,order,ordsq,L,u,u,v,v,A,B,C,D) 

end do 

c store all collected data 
c 
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c 

126 call conv(xl,xlt) 
call conv(10•s,st) 

fnu 
fnv 
fnbal 
fnRF 

= '/home/sord/hvdongen/data/F_prof'//xrt/1'-'//xlt//'.data' 
= '/home/sord/hvdongen/data/l_prof'//xrt/1'-'//xlt//'.data' 
= '/home/sord/hvdongen/data/bal'//st//'.data' 
= '/home/sord/hvdongen/data/RF'//st//'.data' 

open(1,file=fnu) 
open(2,file=fnv) 
open(3,file=fnbal) 
open(4,file=fnRF) 

do 130 cnty = O,L 

vrite(1,'(42E20.10)') cnty•dy,(velu(j,cnty),j=O,ss1) 
vrite(2,'(42E20.10)') cnty•dy,(velv(j,cnty),j=O,ss1) 
vrite(3,'(2E20.10)') balx(cnty),baly(cnty) 
vrite(4,'(2E20.10)') RFx(cnty),RFy(cnty) 

130 continue 

close(1) 
close(2) 
close(3) 
close(4) 

fn1 = '/home/sord/hvdongen/data/sf'//xrt/1'-'//xlt//'.data' 
fn2 = '/home/sord/hvdongen/data/diff_F'//xrt/1'-'//xlt//'.data' 
fn3 = '/home/sord/hvdongen/data/diff_l'//xrt/1'-'//xlt//'.data' 

open(1,file=fn1) 
open(2,file=fn2) 
open(3 ,file=fn3) 

do 140 j = O,ss2 

vrite(1,'(2E20.10)') xr+j•sfdx,sf(j) 
vrite(2,'(2E20.10)') xr+j•sfdx,diffu(j) 
vrite(3,'(2E20.10)') xr+j•sfdx,diffv(j) 

140 continue 

close(1) 
close(2) 
close(3) 

end 

c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine simprof(s,xr,ym,u,N) 

c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
c subroutine to determine similarity (F) profile; values for eta 
c betveen 0 and 6 vill ba stored 
c 

implicit none 
integer•4 cnty,N 
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• 
,. 

c 

double precision s,xr,ym,u(O:N), 
+ dy,es,em,e,de,Fr,Fc,Fl 

dy = S.d-3 
es = ym•dsqrt(s/(2.dO•xr)) 
de = dy•dsqrt(s/(2.dO•xr)) 

em = 2500 
e = em 

Fr = 3.dO•(em+de)••-4 
Fe = 3.dO•em••-4 

u(jidint(es/de)) = Fe 

do 10 cnty = jidint(em/de),1,-1 

e = e-de 

Fl = (4.dO•Fc+(2.dO•Fc-Fr)/de••2+.5dO•cnty•Fr)• 
+ (de••-2+.5dO•cnty)••-1 

if (e.le.es+de) then 

u(cnty-1) = Fl 

endif 

Fr = Fe 
Fe = Fl 

10 continue 

return 
end 

c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine conv(xb,xbt) 

c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
c subroutine to transfarm 2 digit number to 2 character string 
c 

implici t none 
integer•4 i,n,p 
double precision xb,xd 
character t(0:1)•1,xbt•2 

if (xb.eq.O.dO) then 

t(O) = char(48) 
t(1) = char(48) 

el se 

xd = xb 
i = 0 

do vhile (xd.gt.O) 

p = jidint(dlog10(xd)) 
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c 

if ((p.eq.O) .and. (i.eq.O)) t(1) = char(1) 

n = jidint(xd/1.d1••p) 
t(p) = char(48+n) 
xd = xd-n•1.d1**P 

if ((xd.eq.O.dO) .and. (p.ne.O)) t(O) = char(48) 

i = 1 

end do 

endif 

xbt = t(1)//t(O) 

return 
end 

c ****************************************************************** 
subroutine const(s,dx,dy,x,order,ordsq,L,u,uh,v,vh,A,B,C,D) 

c ****************************************************************** 
c 
c subroutine to determine matrix elements of tridiagoanl system 
c 

c 

implicit none 
integer•4 j,order,ordsq,L,p1,p2,p3,p4,pp1,pp2 
double precision dx,x,dy,s,UU,dUU,M1,M2,M3,M4,M5,M6, 

+ u(O:L),uh(O:L),v(O:L),vh(O:L), 
+ A(ordsq•L),B(ordsq•L),C(ordsq•L),D(order•L) 

UU = 1.d0/(x••2+1.d0) 
dUU = -2.dO•x/((x••2+1.d0)••2) 

c CONTINUITY: 
c 

c 

+ 

do 10 j = 1,1 

p1 = 1+(j-1)•ordsq 
p3 = 3+(j-1)•ordsq 

pp1 = 1+(j-1)•order 

A(p1) = -.5dO•UU/dx-.25dO•dUU 
A(p3) = -.5d0/dy 

B(p1) = -.5dO•UU/dx-.25dO•dUU 
B(p3) = .5d0/dy 

C(p1) = O.dO 
C(p3) = O.dO 

D(pp1) = -dUU+(u(j-1)+u(j))•(.25dO•dUU-.5dO•UU/dx)+ 
.5dO•(v(j-1)-v(j))/dy 

10 continue 
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c wall boundary condition: 
c 

D(1) = D(1)-A(1)•u(O)-A(3)•v(O) 

c 
c MOMENTUM: 
c 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

20 

c 

M1 = s•dUU-2. dO•UU•dUU 
M2 = UU•dUU 
M3 = s•UU-UU**2 
M4 = UU**2 
Ms = -uu 
M6 = UU 

do 20 j = 1,L-1 

p2 = 2+(j-1)•ordsq 
p4 = 4+(j-1)•ordsq 

pp2 = 2+(j-1)•order 

A(p2) = -.125dO•MS•(vh(j)+v(j))/dy+.5dO•M6/dy••2 
A(p4) = O.dO 

B(p2) = .5dO•M1+.5dO•M2*(uh(j)+u(j))+M3/dx+M4*uh(j)/dx-M6/dy**2 
B(p4) = .125dO•MS•(uh(j+1)-uh(j-1)+u(j+1)-u(j-1))/dy 

C(p2) = .125dO•MS•(vh(j)+v(j))/dy+.5dO•M6/dy••2 
C(p4) = O.dO 

D(pp2) 

continue 

= u(j)•(M3/dx-.5dO•M1)+.25dO*M2*(uh(j)*•2-u(j)**2)+ 
.5dO•M4•(uh(j)**2+u(j)••2)/dx
.125dO•MS•(v(j)•(u(j+1)-u(j-1))

vh(j)•(uh(j+1)-uh(j-1)))/dy
.5dO•M6•(u(j+1)-2.dO•u(j)+u(j-1))/dy**2 

c wall boundary condition: 
c 

D(2) = D(2)-A(2)•u(O)-A(4)•v(O) 

c 
c y• -> infinity (Neumann)-condition: 
c 

p2 = 2+(L-1)•ordsq 
p4 = 4+(L-1)•ordsq 

pp2 = 2+(L-1)•order 

A(p2) = -M5•(vh(L)+v(L))/(6.dO•dy)+M6/(3.dO*dY**2) 
A(p4) = O.dO 

B(p2) = .5dO•M1+.5dO•M2•(uh(L)+u(L))+M3/dx+M4*uh(L)/dx+ 
+ M5•(vh(L)+v(L))/(6.dO*dy)-M6/(3.dO*dY**2) 
B(p4) • M5•(uh(L)-uh(L-1)+u(L)-u(L-1))/(6.dO•dy) 
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c 

D(pp2) = u(L)•(M3/dx-.5dO*M1)+.25dO•M2•(uh(L)••2-u(L)••2)+ 
+ .5dO•M4•(uh(L)••2+u(L)••2)-
+ M5•(vh(L)•(uh(L-1)-uh(L))-v(L)•(u(L)-u(L-1)))/(6.dO•dy)-
+ M6•(u(L-1)-u(L))/(3.dO*dY**2) 

return 
end 

c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine nbtrip(A,B,C,D,il,iu,order,ordsq) 

c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

subroutine to solve non-pariodie bleek tridiagonal systam of 
equations without pivoting strategy with the dimensions of the 
bleek matrices being (order,order); order is any number bigger 
than 1 

implicit none 
integer•4 i,j,il,iu,order,ordsq,iOmat,iOmatj,i1mat,i1matj, 

+ i0vec,i1vec 
double precision A(ordsq•iu),B(ordsq•iu),C(ordsq•iu),D(order•iu) 

i = il 
iOmat = 1+(i-1)•ordsq 
iOvec • 1+(i-1)•order 

call ludeco(b(iOmat),order,iu) 
call lusolv(b(iOmat),d(iOvec),d(iOvec),order,ordsq,iu) 

do 10 j = 1,order 

iOmatj = i0mat+(j-1)•order 
call lusolv(b(iOmat),c(iOmatj),c(iOmatj),order,ordsq,iu) 

10 continue 

20 continue 

i = i+1 
iOmat = 1+(i-1)•ordsq 
iOvec = 1+(i-1)•order 

i1mat = iOmat-ordsq 
i1vec = iOvec-order 

call mulput(a(i0mat),d(i1vec),d(i0vec),order,ordsq,iu) 

do 30 j = 1,order 

iOmatj = i0mat+(j-1)•order 
i1matj = i1mat+(j-1)•order 

call mulput(a(i0mat),c(i1matj),b(i0matj),order,ordsq,iu) 

30 continue 

call ludeco(b(iOmat),order,iu) 
call lusolv(b(iOmat),d(iOvec),d(iOvec),order,ordsq,iu) 

if (i.eq.iu) goto 50 
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c 

do 40 j = 1,order 

iOmatj = i0mat+(j-1)•order 
call lusolv(b(iOmat),c(iOmatj),c(iOmatj),order,ordsq,iu) 

40 continue 

goto 20 

50 continue 

c back substitution 
c 

c 

i = iu 

60 continue 

i = i-1 

iOmat = 1+(i-1)•ordsq 
iOvec = 1+(i-1)•order 

i1vec = iOvec+order 

call mulput(c(i0mat),d(i1vec),d(i0vec),order,ordsq,iu) 

if (i.gt.il) goto 60 

return 
end 

c ****************************************************************** 
subroutine ludeco(A,order,iu) 

c ****************************************************************** 
c 
c subroutine to calculate L-U decomposition of a given matrix A and 
c store result in A; no pivoting strategy is employed 
c 

implici t none 
integer•4 je ,jm, iu,order ,jrjc ,jrj cm1,jrj cp1,jr 
double precision sum,A(order,order•iu) 

do 10 je = 2,order 

a(1,jc) = a(1,jc)/a(1,1) 

10 continue 

jrjc = 1 

20 continue 

JrJc = jrJc~1 
~rJcm1 • ~r~c-1 
JrJcp1 = JrJc+1 

do 40 jr = jrjc,order 
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c 

sum = a(jr ,jrjc) 

do 30 jm = 1,jrjcm1 

sum = sum-a(jr,jm)•a(jm,jrjc) 

30 continue 

a(jr,jrjc) = sum 

40 continue 

if (jrjc.eq.order) return 

do 60 je = jrjcpl,order 

sum = a(jrjc,jc) 

do 50 jm = 1,jrjcm1 

sum = sum-a(jrjc,jm)•a(jm,jc) 

50 continue 

a(jrjc,jc) = sum/a(jrjc,jrjc) 

60 continue 

goto 20 

end 

c ****************************************************************** 
subroutine mulput(A,B,C,order,ordsq,iu) 

c ****************************************************************** 
c 
c subroutine to multiply a vector B by a matrix A, subtract result 
c from another vector C and store result in C, thus vector C is 
c overwritten 
c 

implicit none 
integer•4 jr,jc,ia,iu,order,ordsq 
double precision sum,A(ordsq•iu),B(ordsq•iu),C(ordsq•iu) 

do 20 jr = !,order 

sum = O.dO 

do 10 je = !,order 

ia = jr+(jc-1)•order 
sum = sum+a(ia)•b(jc) 

10 continue 

c(jr) = c(jr)-sum 

20 continue 

return 
end 
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c 
c ****************************************************************** 

subroutine lusolv(A,B,C,order,ordsq,iu) 
c ·····~*********************************************************** 
c 
c subroutine to solve linear algebraic system of equations A•C=B and 
c store results in vector C. matrix A is input in L-U decomposition 
c form (no pivoting strategy has been employed to compute the L-U 
c decomposition of the matrix A). 
c 

c 

implicit none 
integer•4 jr,jm,jrm1,jrjr,jrp1,jmjm,iu,order,ordsq 
double precision sum,A(order,order•iu),B(ordsq•iu),C(ordsq•iu) 

c(1) = c(1)/a(1,1) 

do 20 jr = 2,order 

jrm1 = jr-1 
sum = b(jr) 

do 10 jm = 1,jrm1 

sum = sum-a(jr,jm)•c(jm) 

10 continue 

c(jr) = sum/a(jr,jr) 

20 continue 

do 40 jrjr = 2,order 

~r = order-jrjr+1 
Jrp1 = jr+1 
sum = c(jr) 

do 30 jmjm = jrp1,order 

sum = sum-a(jr,jm)•c(jm) 

30 continue 

c(jr) = sum 

40 continue 

return 
end 

c ****************************************************************** 
subroutine initialize(ymin,ymax,n) 

c ****************************************************************** 
c 

implicit none 
integer n,backbuffer 
real ymin,ymax,x,y 

call prefsize(800,600) 
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• 

c 

call vinit('X11') 
call getfactors(x,y) 
call ortho2(0.,0.+(real(n)-1.)/x,ymin,ymin+(ymax-ymin)/y) 
call clipping(O) 

if (backbuffer() .lt. 0) then 

call vexit() 
vrite(•,•) 'error: device does not support grapbics buffering' 
stop 

endif 

return 
end 

c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine plot(y,n) 

c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 

implici t none 
integer n,i 
double precision y(O:n) 

call color(7) 
call clear() 
call color(O) 
call move2(1.,real(y(1))) 

do 10 i = O,n 

call draw2(floatj(i),real(y(i))) 

10 continue 

call swapbuffers() 

return 
end 
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